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Valentine's Day Special: Best On-Campus Dates

Don’t have wheels but still want to make this Valentine’s Day unforgettable? These are the best
ways to spend the 14th with your special someone right here on campus!
2. Ibby's "Bistro"
So the Fun Room is already
full? Gosh darn it! Well, a
great Plan B is Ibby’s, where
you can overpay at a place
with cloth napkins instead
of overpaying at BD. Turn
up the heat by feeding your
lover a spoonful of creamy
gnocchi and cardboard!
1. Student Health Services

3. Your RA's Bed

Want to show your S.O. what
a considerate lover you are?
Take them with you while you
get an STI test at SHS. No
chocolate bar or teddy bear will
top the peace of mind they’ll
get from knowing that your
Valentine’s gift to them isn’t a
juicy pink surprise from one of
your multiple other partners!

Kinky, right? There’s nothing
hotter than ending the night
by sneaking into your RA’s
bed for a steamy sesh in the
sack. Careful, though-- your
lover might be confused
about why you have to be
stealthy in their own room!

4. Renting Bikes from Bear 		
Bikes and Riding in Circles
Around the Clock Tower
This could be straight out of a
rom com, right?! Possibly the
most romantic option on our
menu of precious on-campus
dates is renting a couple of bikes
and joyously riding around the
clock tower and laughing until
your respective roommates
finish sexiling both of you and
you can go to bed separately!
5. The Danforth
Butterfly Garden
While there’s nary a butterfly
in sight, the Danforth
butterfly garden is the
perfect place to gaze up at
the stars or dry hump in one
of those hammock-chairs.

Pie Chart Comprehension:
A Pie Chart

PRICE: AN ARM AND/OR A LEG
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SHS To Use WebMD to Increase
Accuracy of Diagnoses

There is widespread
In a move that brought
While there’s still room for
hope on campus that the
a collective sigh of relief to the
improvement, I would defiuse of WebMD at SHS will
student body, Student Health
nitely call it a step in the right
Services has announced that its improve the accuracy of their
direction—at least they had
diagnoses. Indeed, early results
practitioners will begin using
the right organ this time!”
have been promising. Lisa, a
WebMD as a diagnostic tool.
SHS will begin rolling
huge fucking bitch who was
The announcement, which
out the program over the next
selected to take part in a trial
came amidst a rampant influthree weeks. In addition, it will
run of the program, stated
enza outbreak and complaints
be piloting a new mental health
that, thanks to WebMD, she
that students are often severely
program in the coming months
received a much more accurate
misdiagnosed, has been met
in which all psychiatrists will
diagnosis than she expected.
with overwhelming support
be replaced with cardboard
“I went to SHS,
from students and faculty.
cutouts of Dwayne “The Rock”
“I went to SHS because suspecting that I had the
Johnson in an effort to cut
stomach flu, and was instead
I thought I had strep throat. I
spending and shorten the wait
expected them to run some sort diagnosed with stomach cancer. time to book an appointment.
of test on me, but instead they
put a cast on my right arm and
told me not to worry about it,”
said sophomore Sarah Gagnon.
Unfortunately, stories
like Sarah’s are not uncommon.
Senior Alex Hart was given
penicillin for his sprained
ankle, while sophomore Josie
Mathers received a handful
of Skittles when she came to
"Between our highly trained staff and our reliable internet connection," states a recent
SHS for a refill of her prescrip- SHS press release, "we hope to give the WashU community the resources it needs to stay
tion for birth control.
healthy through flu season."
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Illuminati Faces Applicant Shortage for
Summer Internship Program
An undisclosed source close to
the Illuminati recently admitted
to trouble recruiting interns for
the organization’s 2018 summer
program. In fact, the source
reports, qualified candidates
have yet to submit applications.
The Illuminati Summer
Internship Intensive promises
valuable insights into the Secret
World Control industry as well as
opportunities to cultivate crucial
skill sets ranging from Corruption
to basic Microsoft Excel capabilities. The eight-week paid program
also boasts catered lunch on
Fridays, full health coverage and a
number of networking functions.
“Our Talent Acquisition team
has been troubleshooting the
apparent lack of interest in hopes
that we’ll draw more undergraduate students this summer,” said
the source, who wishes to remain
anonymous. “We know that our
program isn’t perfect. Due to
organizational policy we have no
LinkedIn, CareerLink, website,
telephone number or university
representative available to applicants, and despite having the
vast majority of the free world’s
money at our disposal, Illuminati
dictum bans us from funding any

sort of publicity initiative. Also,
four of the ellipticals in our
in-house gym are out of order
and Susan already has standing
dibs on the fifth. While we
admit that these factors might
discourage qualified candidates,
we have set out to rectify the
issues and create new incentives. We intend to talk some
sense into Susan, and our team
has begun stocking 'swag bags'
with a curated selection of office
supplies, snacks and branded
goodies to welcome accepted
applicants to the Illuminati team.

WUnderground

We hope these measures will help
us woo hardworking students with
previous experience in the field.”
At press time, the situation had
shown no improvement. Similar
employers, including such prominent secret societies as the Rosicrucians and the Priory of Sion,
reported similarly barren applicant
pools for their summer internship
initiatives. The Illuminati source
was unable to comment, having
vanished from social media and
government records shortly after
releasing the prior statement.

WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as the
warning labels on Tide Pods.
The news reported by this paper is
completely
fictitious, at least to our
knowledge. Any resemblance
to persons living or dead is
entirely intentional.
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Old Whispers vs. New Whispers:
Can You Spot All Nine Differences?

Unpaid Interns

Wow! After like six zillion years of construction, Olin Library has unveiled a beautiful new Whispers cafe. Can you
spot all nine of the new additions?
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Jack Winkelman
Alex Levy
Rahul Oza
*Layout Wizard

Turn this page upside down to check your answers!

If you would like to write, edit,
invite us to parties, etc. then
email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu

5. Old Whispers had better lighting for watching porn
4. New Whispers only plays trap music
was around

3. You had four living grandparents when Old Whispers
2. They serve Four Loko now

1. At Old Whispers, Lisa was still with you :(
ISSN # 1938-0089

wunderground.wustl.edu

Declaration of Independence1

9. New Whispers is going to have a copy of the

8. When Old Whispers was here, Moana wasn’t out yet
in a booth and you smiled at her but she didn’t see you

7. Last time you went to New Whispers, Lisa was sitting
6. You’re not allowed to give birth in New Whispers

1. This one isn't a joke. The New Whispers will actually have a copy of the Declaration of Independence. For jokes, please refer to the
new alcohol policy or buzzfeed.com/wundergroundbuzzfeed
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WashU's Definitive Guide to Housing

With housing selection coming up, we all know that the options can be overwhelming for freshmen and upperclassmen alike. Luckily, we here at
WUnderground have you covered. With this comprehensive housing guide, we can help you select the ultimate ResLife-bachelor fuckpad.

Gregg House
Boasting beds, bathrooms and carpeting, Gregg

Mudd House
Mudd House is a great option for when your so-called “friend”

House is a great choice for Sophomore housing.

decides your lottery number is too shitty to join his suite
(thanks, Brad).

Walk Times:
Brookings: 11 min
The Bunny: 4 min
Sam Fox: 3 yrs

Walk Times:
Chancellor Wrighton’s Opium Lounge: 8 min
My buddy Tyler’s place: 4 min
Los Angeles International Airport: 36000 min2

Pros: Closest building to Danforth Campus
Cons: Dumb fucking name. "Gregg?" C'mon.

Pros: Large common room windows allow you to see more sin
Cons: It’s apparently “unacceptable” to masturbate in Mudd library3

Rutledge Hall

Village House

Rutledge Hall may be outdated, but hey, so is institutional racism, and that seems to be thriving.

If you like the South 40, the Village is the perfect way to
continue living out that weird, Truman Show reality.

Walk Times:
Rutledge Hall: 0 min
Nearest Publix: 19365 min
A higher plane of existence: 18 min

Walk Times:
The Arch: 136 min
March: 20 days
Starch: Downstairs

Pros:
Affordable!
Cons:
So fucking haunted. A Victorian-era child was murdered here centuries ago
by a drunken traveler. Rutledge may claim to have singles, but you’ll literally NEVER be alone. Any stream of consciousness is drowned out by her
desperate cries for help, as her nightmarish presence chills you to the bone.
The heating can also be a bit wonky.

Pros: Village Eatery further postpones impending doom of one day cooking for yourself.
I know it was you who set off the fire alarm in Park trying to make popcorn. You’re 20
years old, man, get your shit together.
Cons: Sometimes I have a really hard time falling asleep; I just lay awake in bed thinking about mistakes I’ve made, people I’ve hurt, and where to go from here. Sorry, what
were we talking about again?

Everly on the Loop

Cook Ave. Crack House
While a bit far from Danforth Campus, the crack house on

Everly is a great place to live off of your scumbag

Pros: 			

lawyer parents’ dirty money.

Cook Ave. offers a tight-knit community, real-world experience,

Walk Times:
The Lagoon: Real Close
When things were happy, with Lisa: 12 days, 7
hours, 46 minutes, and 30 seconds
2018 Chevy Impala: Up to 28 mpg

Walk Times:
Adult Video Store: 3 min
Radio Shack: 16 min
Dave & Buster’s: 30 sec

Cons:

and crack cocaine.

Pros: Fun late nights that become early mornings, and then late nights again
Cons: N/A

Point
Fuck You, Lisa!

By: As If You Even Care
You know what, Lisa? I was just
about finished with your bullshit
anyway. It's not like I even wanted
to road trip to Chicago together
like we always planned and look
at our intertwined hands reflected
in the Bean while your beautiful
eyes sparkled like a thousand suns.
Good riddance.
2. Papa John’s Pizza, call online ordering customer service number toll-free 877-547-PAPA (7272)
3. Vātsyāyana. The Kamasutra. Benares Jai Krishna-das-Haridas Gupta, 1929.

Counterpoint
Lisa, Please Take
Me Back

By: I'm So Lonely,
So Very Very Lonely

"What about us? What about
everything we've been through?"-Troy
Bolton, High School Musical 2

"Baby don't hurt me, don't hurt me no
more." -Haddaway, What is Love
This is how I feel about you, this and
more. Please give me another chance.
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From the Archives: Diary of a B-Schooler

Editors' note: the following excerpt was taken from a notebook unearthed in an Umrath study lounge. The
WUnderground Archival Department has identified this artifact as a personal diary that once belonged to a
freshman in the Olin School.
Dear Diary,
Dear Diary,
Today I was in Bauer Hall
Between you and me,
doing work for Management
sometimes I think about
100 when I decided I wanted a
doing consulting instead
large chai latte with whipped
of investment banking. I
cream. The line for Starbucks
know that Father tells me
was long, but I had a craving
my future is at Goldman
for chai, so I decided to get
Sachs, but I don’t know if
in line anyways. After fifteen
I want to work such long
minutes I finally got my
hours as an adult, let alone
drink, but when I took a sip
if Goldman Sachs will even
I realized that there was no
hire me considering I’m not
whipped cream. Normally this
even at an Ivy. And at the
wouldn’t upset me, but I had
end of the day, do investto stay up until midnight last
ment bankers contribute to
night working really hard on
society in any way other than
MEC 290 and this morning
continuing the circulation
I had two meetings so I’m
of money? As a consultant I
really tired right now and just
could help other companies
needed this drink from Stardo big things and make an
bucks to make me feel better
impact on the world! But
but there’s no whipped cream
Father tells me that the
and it’s made my day worse. I
day a son of his goes into
hope tomorrow will be better.
consulting is the day he sells
					his Tesla for a Toyota Camry,

and I don’t want Father to
sell his Tesla because I like
when he lets me drive it.
Well, Diary, I don’t
know what to do. Maybe
my DSP Big Sarah would
have some good advice for
me. She has been helpful in
the past, like when I didn’t
know how to create a line
graph in Excel. I’ll talk to
her Wednesday after Chapter.

			
			
				

While the author of these entries will remain a mystery, he
leaves behind a groundbreaking legacy as one of the few business
students of his time to become literate above a second grade level.

Dear Diary,
Today I was in the
Bhambri Family Study Room
working on Management
100 when the pretty girl from
my MEC 290 class walked
in. I guess she didn’t know
I was in there because when
she saw me, she blushed and
said, “Sorry.” I said, “Oh,
it’s fine,” and was about to
say more but she turned and
left before the words could
leave my mouth. I wish we
could’ve had a conversation
but I guess she didn’t want
to talk to a normal guy like
me. My friend Alex, who
is in Sam Fox, tells me that
I should add more color to
my wardrobe. I wouldn’t do
that because I’m scared to
seem out of place in Bauer,
but sometimes I do think,
‘What would it be like to wear
a green Patagonia on top of
blue Ralph Lauren corduroys
with the ends cuffed and a
pair of dirty Converse on my
feet?’ Maybe I’ll do that and
then transfer to Sam Fox and
study architecture. Haha,
Father would not like that.
Anyways, I haven’t told
my DSPhriends about the
girl because I’ve seen her
wearing AKPsi letters and I
don’t know how they would
react. I know that it shouldn’t
really matter that we’re in
different business fraternities, but I can’t help but
wonder if my DSPhriends
would abandon me for this,
just like they did Jimmy
for liking How I Met Your
Mother. It’s a good thing
they’ll never hear about this
diary, let alone discover I
know how to read and write!

Top 10...
Sports That Should Be Included
in the Winter Olympics

10. Disney on Ice
Skating, but
9. Ice
with Horses
but
8. Equestrian,
with Penguins

7.

Bobsledding, but it's just
the film Cool Runnings

Hot
6. Shotgunning
Chocolate

5. Ice Diving
4. Synchronized Shivering

3. Quidditch!
2. Frat Rush...On Ice!
1.

Lisa leading me on in the
winter but also during
every season for three
whole years of my life

What Do You Think?

The Philadelphia Eagles bested the New England Patriots for their first-ever Super Bowl victory. What do you think?
The class of 2020 just received their WashU acceptance letters. They’re
projected to be the largest class in school history. WDYT?

Susan

From Kansas City, KS

"Look at how dirty those
jerseys are! This is a
TERRIBLE Tide ad."

The Football
An ol' pigskin

"GEE WOW I WENT
SO FAR AND SO
HIGH LIFE IS SUCH A
SPECTACLE!"

The GOAT

Not Tom Brady, apparently

*blinks and munches
on some greens*

Bill Belichick

Only speaks with food in
mouth

"This loss really
deflated our
expectations
for the year."

George Washington

Just watches for the commercials

“Poor use of a vast
field, if you ask me."

